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Abstract: Watching that in lots of sensing situations, the place information could be publish-processed once the information is

submitted to some server, we design Cloud-Offloaded Gps navigation (CO-Gps navigation) solution that enables a sensing device to
strongly duty-cycle its Gps navigation receiver and log sufficient raw Gps navigation signal for publish-processing. Location is really a
fundamental service for traveling with a laptop. Typical Gps navigation receivers, although broadly readily available for navigation
reasons, may consume an excessive amount of energy to become helpful for a lot of programs. Localization is really a fundamental
service in mobility. In outside programs for example wildlife monitoring, participatory ecological sensing, and private overall health
programs, Gps navigation is easily the most common location sensor. Leveraging openly available information for example GNSS
satellite ephemeris as well as an Earth elevation database, a cloud service can derive top quality Gps navigation locations from the
couple of milliseconds of raw data. Using our style of a transportable sensing device platform known as CLEON, we assess the precision
and efficiency from the solution. In comparison to greater than thirty seconds of heavy signal processing on standalone Gps navigation
receivers, we are able to achieve three orders of magnitude lower energy consumption per location marking.
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1. Introduction
A standalone Gps navigation receiver needs to be switched
on for approximately thirty seconds to get the entire data
packets from satellites for computing its location. Gps
navigation receiving, although becoming more and more
ubiquitous minimizing on price, is processing intensive andconsuming. Take Zebra Net sensor nodes for example.
Typically, one Gps navigation location fix requires
activating the Gps navigation nick in excess of 25 seconds at
462mW power consumption, which dominates its energy
budget. Consequently, readily stored away outfitted having a
540-gram solar panel array along with a 287-gram 2A-h
lithium-ion battery to be able to support one Gps navigation
position studying every 3 minutes. Similarly, in wearable
consumer products for example fitness trackers, high energy
consumption from Gps navigation receivers mean bulkier
products and occasional battery existence. Even just in aided
Gps navigation, where ephemeris is distributed to device via
a separate funnel, a receiver must run for around 6 seconds
to decode time stamps. 2) The quantity of signal processing
needed to get and track satellites is substantial because of
weak signal talents and unknown Doppler frequency shifts
[1]. For instance, in condition-of-the-art Gps navigation
receivers for example u-Blox Max-7, the purchase condition
consumes 60mW and may take typically 5 seconds to yield
the very first location fix. To save the power allocated to
obtaining the satellites, some Gps navigation receivers
possess a low power monitoring mode to keep an eye on the
satellite information. Just in case of Max-7, the reduced
power monitoring mode consumes greater than 12mW
continuously. 3) The satellites move at high-speed.
Whenever a Gps navigation nick is switched off completely
for over a couple of minutes, the prior code phases and
Doppler information aren't helpful, and also the device must
spend substantial energy to re-get the satellites. 4) Publishprocessing and least-square calculation needs an effective
CPU. Within this paper, we address the issue of one's
consumption in Gps navigation receiving by splitting the
Gps navigation location sensing right into a device part

along with a cloud part. We make the most of several key
findings. Because of the split between local and cloud
processing, the unit only must run for any couple of
milliseconds at any given time to gather enough Gps
navigation IF signals and tag all of them with a tough time
stamp. A cloud service may then process the signals off-line,
leveraging its much greater processing power, online
ephemeris, and physical information to disambiguate the
signals and also to determine the position of the receiver.
We refer to this as approach Cloud-Offloaded Gps
navigation The CO-Gps navigation idea is made on the top
of the Gps navigation receiving approach known as CoarseTime Navigation (CTN). While CTN can be used for rapidly
estimating the very first location lock, we are the initial to
articulate and evaluate its economic benefits. In addition, we
discover methods to relax the problem on knowing a
reference location that's near to the true location, and
looking after a genuine-time that's synchronized towards the
satellite clock. Consequently, COGPS receivers might have
a very short duty cycle for lengthy-running monitoring
programs. This paper stretches by looking into methods to
remove satellite recognition outliers, which are more
inclined to be false positives because of weak signal strength
and short signal length. Consequently, through our empirical
evaluation over 1500 real Gps navigation traces, median
location error drops from 30m to 12m, and most 85% of
samples have under 30m error. In addition, we removed the
reliance upon relatively energy-consuming WWVBbased
time synchronization, and leverage time stamps resolved
from Gps navigation signals themselves to progressively
time stamp samples in data traces. A node only must be time
synchronized once at the outset of its deployment. We built
a sensor node, known as CLEON, in line with the CO-Gps
navigation principle utilizing a Gps navigation receiving
front finish nick MAX2769 along with a MSP430
microcontroller. We built and deployed CO-Gps navigation
location resolution web service on Home windows Azure.
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2. Methodology
A Gps navigation receiver computes its location by
calculating the space in the receiver to multiple GNSS
satellites (also known as space automobiles, or SVs for
brief). Ultimately, it must infer three information: Some
visible SVs as well as their current trajectories. The present
trajectory parameters, known as ephemeris, are sent in the
satellites every thirty seconds. An exact time T once the Gps
navigation signals left the satellites [2]. The distances in the
receiver to every SV sometimes T, frequently known as the
pseudo ranges. Typically, they are acquired by processing
the signals and knowledge packets sent in the satellites.
Together, a receiver may use least-square (LS) minimization
to estimate its location. We'll directly describe the CoarseTime Navigation principle underlying CO-Gps navigation.
Like standalone Gps navigation receivers, CTN begins with
the purchase process, in which the received satellite signals
are correlated with known 1023-bit Gps navigation Gold
codes. A C/A code repeats every nanosecond. Due to the
relative motion from a satellite and also the receiver, the
received signals have a Doppler shift in the transmission
frequency Therefore the receiver needs to search both in
Doppler and code phase dimensions to obtain the correlation
peak [3]. The code phase may be the duration between your
time the receiver starts processing an example to the start of
a C/A code for the reason that sample. In the speed of
sunshine, it takes approximately 50 to 80 ms for that Gps
navigation signal to propagate in the satellite towards the
receiver.

3. Implementation
The style of Cloud-Offloaded Gps navigation (CO-Gps
navigation) leverages the CTN principle but removes the
reliance upon nearby landmarks. For embedded sensors
without cellular connections which are envisioned having
high mobility over their lives, it's not always easy to provide
nearby landmarks. Our key idea would be to leverage the
computing sources within the cloud to develop a quantity of
candidate landmarks after which use other physical
constraints to remove the incorrect solutions. Within this
section, we think that the unit is fairly synchronized having a
global clock. We'll relax this problem later. Once the device
must sense its location, it really activates the Gps navigation
receiving front finish and records a couple of milliseconds of
Gps navigation signal 2. Our goal would be to derive the
receiver location offline exclusively in the short signal and
also the coarse time stamp. The task of deriving receiver
location without any reference landmark may be the possible
outliers, which we call shadow locations. The initial step in
getting rid of shadow locations would be to reduce the
amount of possible landmark guesses. Because of the
landmark speculating errors, the landmarks alone cannot
eliminate all shadow locations. However, the real elevation
from the Earth’s surface is famous, and it is available
through web services from map providers. For instance, the
U. S. States Geological Survey (USGS) keeps something
that returns the elevation from the Earth’s surface at a
latitude/longitude coordinate [4]. A vital design thought on
CO-Gps navigation may be the compromise between
precision and expense. Gps navigation signals are extremely
weak once they achieve the Earth’s surface, plus they are

afflicted by multi-path errors and obstruction by objects.
Typical Gps navigation receivers use lengthy signal trips and
monitoring loops to beat the reduced signal quality and also
to improve location precision progressively. Observe that the
more the signal is, the greater robust the correlation spikes.
This really is required for standalone Gps navigation
receivers, since they have to subsequently decode the packet
content, which requires good signal quality. However,
sampling and storing large amounts of raw data brings
energy and storage challenges to embedded sensor products.
In CO-Gps navigation, the only real information we are able
to acquire in the signal would be the code phases and
Doppler shifts. We use multiple portions, and also the code
phase and Doppler produced from them, in 2 ways. First, we
eliminate satellites whose code phases must much variance
across all of the portions, in comparison with other satellites.
Next, we form some pot Least Squares problem using all
remaining satellites, which supplies a highly effective
mechanism to mix the data all portions right into a single
optimization formulation [5]. The precision of your time
stamps is yet another concern. CTN can tolerate some time
stamp error, because it goodies common time bias as the
second optimization variable. We develop a reference the
perception of practical CO-Gps navigation enabled sensor
nodes, which we call CLEON. Because the front-finish from
the CO-Gps navigation solution, we created a Gps
navigation sensing hardware/software suite that allows timeaccurate (nanosecond granularity) Gps navigation signal
logging. The leading-finish includes a low-power hardware
platform for Gps navigation signal logging and associated
PC side software for carrying out parameter updates. The
cloud part of CO-Gps navigation, known as LEAP, has two
primary duties: to update and keep the ephemeris database,
and also to compute receiver locations given Gps navigation
raw data. We implemented these types of services around
the Home windows Azure cloud computing platform to
attain high availability and scalability.

Figure 1: Block diagram of a CLEON

4. Conclusion
Using a coarse time navigation technique and leveraging
information that's already available on the internet, for
example satellite ephemeris, we reveal that 2ms of raw Gps
navigation signals is sufficient to get yourself a location fix.
By averaging multiple such short portions on the short time,
CO-Gps navigation can typically achieve < 20m location
accuracy using10ms of raw data (40kB). Motivated by the
possibility of offloading GPS processing to the cloud, we
propose a novel embedded GPS sensing approach called
CO-GPS. Without the need to do satellite acquisition,
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tracking and decoding, the GPS receiver can be very simple
and aggressively duty cycled. We built an experimental
platform using a GPS front end, a serial to parallel
conversion circuit, a microcontroller and external storage.
On this platform, sensing a GPS location takes more than
orders of magnitude less energy than self-contained GPS
modules. The initial success of CO-GPS motivates us to
extend the work further. We plan to release the hardware
reference design and make the LEAP web services available
to research communities. We will exploit various
compression techniques, especially those based on
compressive sensing principles, to further reduce the storage
requirements.
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